
Do The Green Thing

Our Poster Brief



About Do The Green Thing

Started in 2007, Do The Green Thing is the award-winning environmental charity 
that uses the power of Creativity vs Climate Change to inspire green actions 
chosen by our environmental advisors.

Do The Green Thing engages world-class creative talent to make sustainable 
behaviour just as seductive, engaging and desirable as unsustainable behaviour.



Do The Green Thing has saved 
more than 1m tonnes of CO2 in  
and inspires its subscribers to 
save 2.5 times more CO2 than 
they otherwise would.* 

Inspiring behaviour change

*Hall & Partners research 2010



Creating news

In our first five years we have reached 18m people in 209 countries through building a 
community of over 100,000 and getting coverage in Fast Company, The Guardian, The 
Independent, The Metro, Creative Review, Design Week, PFSK, It’s NiceThat + many more.



Our weekly product

A positive, inspiring, action-driven poster, plus information on why it’s a good thing to do, 
how you can achieve it. 

“I was on a train recently and I noticed 
that every passenger had an electric 
device plugged in and I thought it was 
insane. Gadgets are great but oh my god 
we’re consuming so much power, let’s 
pull back a little bit.” 

Pete Fowler, illustrator

+

Why? A TV set on for 3 hours a day and 
on standby for the rest consumes 40% of 
its energy on standby.

How? If you need a hand plugging out 
then this brilliant device will eject any 
item plugged in after ten minutes. Genius.
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How to create a poster for us

Choose an action



Energy actions

Plug out
Some start points:
•Turn off computers and monitors at the end of the day - and turn of 
other people’s too

•Wage war on the standby light

Lights out
Some start points:
•Switch off lights when not needed - empty rooms don’t need to be lit

•Open blinds or curtains to use natural light

•Darkness is more interesting that electrical light

Live a less electrical life
Some start points:
•Heros take the stairs not the lift

•Real games are better than video games

•The world has too many pointless electrical innovations

Heating down
Some start points:
•Turn heating down to 21 degrees in an office - anything higher is silly

•Heat yourself with a jumper or vest instead of heating

•Heat yourself by hugging someone else instead of heating

Air conditioning off
Some start points:
•Instead of using air con, open the window

•Instead of using air con, just sweat a bit



Walk
Some start points:
•Walking is less stressful, less dangerous and better exercise than driving

•It’s cheaper and often faster than cabs

•You see the beauty of the world

Cycle
Some start points:
•Cycling is quicker than walking and more pleasant than driving

•Cycles are objects of pure mechanical beauty

Take public transport to work
Some start points:

•Work is stressful, why make your commute stressful as well?
•You can think, read, observe and admire the world on a bus or train

•You can go even further and sometimes work from home

Ditch the car
Some start points:

•Life is more interesting when you share a car
•Why bother learning to drive in the first place? It’s overrated

Stay grounded
Some start points:

•Have a videoconference instead of jet lag

•Have a holiday in your own city
•Don’t travel in a noisy cramped classist way with terrible food, poor 
service and atrocious toilet hygiene

Transportation actions



Eating and Drinking actions

Go easy on the meat
Some start points:
•Meat causes more CO2 than cars

•We don’t have to be carnivorous alpha males every moment of every 
day
•Meat regulation through meat aversion: posters that put you off meat, 
just for a few hours

Ask for tap
Some start points:

•However nice the restaurant or important the meeting, ask for tap 
water

•We’ve all been suckered by mineral water marketing - it tastes no 
better and is no healthier

•Mineral water is more expensive drop by drop than oil



Consumption and Waste actions

Use less paper
Some start points:
•Only print what we need (do we need everything we print?)

•Print double sided (back of the pages are also pages)

Buy an old thing not a new thing
Some start points:

•They have more romance, character, retro-chid
•They come with a back-story

Buy nothing
•Some start points:

•Give the gift of nothing

•Give something that’s all about effort not emissions

The joy of fix
Some start points:
•FIxing is satisfying - therapy for you and it

•Fixing is alpha male

Take a short sharp shower
Some start points:

•The physical feat of short sharp showers
•The intimate romance of shared baths

Use things up 
Some start points:

•The satisfaction of getting the last drop out out anything

•The art of creative recycling: turning waste into something 
beautiful and new
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How to create a poster for us

Choose an action

Create your artwork and drop it into our template



Plug Out
DO THE GREEN THING
Action

Artwork 1505 pixels

1110 pixels

Preparing your poster in the template

Download the template
If you’re reading this on a device connected to the internet, you can 
download the poster template here. If not, please visit 
www.dothegreenthing.tumblr.com/thebrief 

Create artwork
Fill the poster template with your artwork. The space you have to 
work with is 1110 x 1505 pixels.

Sign it off with an action line
Below your artwork, add an action line that drives people to take up 
the green action you chose. This could be something like ‘cycle to 
work’ or ‘plug out’. The typeface is Gotham Book - if you don’t have 
this typeface on your system, set it in Ariel and we will sort it.

A JPEG for web
Supply us with a .jpeg or .png of your poster design at 72ppi. This is 
for our website, our newsletter, our social channels and online press.

A PDF for print
Supply us with a .pdf of your poster design at 300ppi (if possible). 
This is for our poster shop and for any events we exhibit at.

http://www.dothegreenthing.tumblr.com/thebrief%20
http://www.dothegreenthing.tumblr.com/thebrief%20
http://www.dothegreenthing.tumblr.com
http://www.dothegreenthing.tumblr.com


Sir Quentin Blake
Cartoonist, illustrator and children’s author

Marion Deuchars
Illustrator and author of “Let’s Make Some Great Art”



Sir Paul Smith
Britain’s foremost fashion designer

Neville Brody
Head of Communication, Art & Design 

at the Royal College of Art.



Rankin
Fashion photographer

Abbott Miller
Pentagram partner in New York



David Shrigley
Artist

Phillip Treacy OBE
Milliner and designer



Jason Bruges
Interactive designer and architect

Josh Higgins
Design Director for President Obama’s 2012 campaign



Paula Scher
Pentagram partner in New York

Tom Uglow
Creative Director at Google Labs



Dan Norris and Ray Shaughnessy
Creative Directors at Wieden+Kennedy

Hudson Powell
London design agency



Hot by Dean Chalkley
Fashion photographer

Marina Willer
Pentagram partner



To The End by Guilluame Cornet
Fashion photographer

Spokesperson by 
Pentagram partner
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How to create a poster for us

Choose an action

3 Give us a short quote about the action and the poster

Create your artwork and drop it into our template



“I was on a train recently and I noticed that every 
passenger had an electric device plugged in and I 
thought it was insane. Gadgets are great but oh 
my god we’re consuming so much power, let’s 
pull back a little bit. That’s what I wanted to say 
with my poster.” 

Pete Fowler, illustrator

All these pieces plastic in my poster were washed 
into the sea from landfill sites. Plastic should not 
be in landfill. If you can recycle it do, and if you 
can’t then take it back to the shop and ask why 
they are selling you something that has to be put 
in the rubbish.”

Sophie Thomas, Director Of Design, RSA

“Taking a brisk, water-efficient shower is the best 
way to start a productive day. And the most 
famous shower ever filmed was one that was 
notoriously interrupted. Had Janet Leigh been a 
bit quicker, she may have made it to the end of 
the movie.”

Michael Bierut, Pentagram



How to create a poster for us

Send it to hello [at] dothegreenthing [dot] com4
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Choose an action

3 Give us a short quote about your action and your poster

Create your artwork and drop it into our template



What we will do with your poster

We will add some environmental context: why that action is important to do and 
some interesting ways to do it.

We will schedule it into our calendar to make as timely and topical as possible.

We will share your poster through all our channels to our subscribers
- 60,000 on Twitter
- 22,000 on Facebook
- 20,000 on our mailing list

We will share your poster through our supporter’s channels such as O2 and BAFTA.

We will share it with our publications network and ask them to feature it.



Your poster will be available to through our website and 
through EasyArt, with proceeds going back to the Do The 
Green Thing charity.

Also, we would like to invite (good) companies and 
organisations to buy and display posters in their workplace.

The income generated will will help to pay for the small core 
team who run the charity.

Where your poster will be bought



Thank you


